
Ultra Flip Swivel

The Ultra Swivel is a uniquely fabricated 
anchor swivel, connecting the chain and 
anchor without the need of additional 
shackles. Fabricated from 316 stainless steel 
and hand polished for stunning presentation 
on the bow, the Ultra Swivel is uniquely 
strong, slimline and does not require any 
locking pins or safety wires.

The breaking strength of the swivel is 
typically higher than the chain connected 
and allows 30 degree rotation with complete 
360 degree swivel. The Ultra Swivel is 
fabricated with a unique flipping nub; 
assisting to recover the anchor right-way 
up onto the bow roller. This flipping nub, 
combined with the Ultra Swivel’s rotation 
and complete 360 degree swivel ability, 
ensures setting and recovering your anchor 
is an easier and safer task.

Hexagonal head locking bolts prevent the 
need for additional grub screws to secure 
the swivel pins. Every Ultra Swivel has the 
breaking strength listed on the rear of its 
one piece body.

Supplied with a standard three year warranty 
the Ultra Swivel incorporates unique design 
features and advantages, making it the 
world’s most advanced anchor swivel.

Overview

Chain connects to head

Head
Head is machined from one piece not 

cast - no crevices

Body
One piece machined

mono body construction

Cross Sections
All pieces have high-strength cross sections with 

breaking strength greater than the chain

Flipping Bridge
The flipping bridge supports the 

anchor shank to allow it to rotate

Pin
Non-rotating hexagonal head bolt and 

retaining screw - cannot work loose

Rounded Edges
All corners are rounded

to not damage surrounding surfaces

Neck
High strength neck will not

deform under load

Head
Head machined to accept 

chain length

Pin
Non-rotating hexagonal head 

bolt and retaining screw - 
cannot work loose

Nub
Nub forces anchor into 

correct position for securing 
into bow roller

Ball and Socket Design
The ball and socket design allows for maximum movement with maximum strength. 
The Ultra Flip Swivel is designed to take full load from all directions. The loose ball 

design also ensures the swivel is self-cleaning and therefore never jams with sediment.
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(*)  - Tested by RINA (except UFS 34-360).
 - Safe Working Load = 0.5 x Breaking Load
 - One size bigger UFS can also be used with the same chain. Therefore one size bigger swivel should be selected for chain  

  such as Grade 70 (G7) 
 - UFS selection should be based on the “Max. Anchor Weight”. If the “Max. Anchor Weight” is not enough,   

   one size bigger UFS should be selected. 
 - Custom swivel without the flipping nub could also made for symmetrical stockless anchors. 

Note: Ultra Flip Swivel not recommended/compatible for use with sliding shank anchors (eg. sliding slot, rock slot, shackle slot...)

Self Cleaning
Self cleaning spherical shape which uniformly 
distributes load to hemispherical connection


